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Self-reducible sets and some low sets, including p-selective sets, and weakly p-selective sets 
are studied. Several different formulations of self-reducible sets are given and compared with 
each other. A new characterization of p-selective sets is found, and weakly p- selective sets are 
introduced as a generalization of p-selective sets based on this characterization. It is proved 
that self-reducible sets are not polynomial-time Turing reducible to these sets. As a conse- 
quence, <L-completeness and <‘;-completeness in NP are not likely to be distinguished by 
weakly p-selective sets. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent development in the study of intractable problems has revealed interesting 
structural properties of sets in NP. The works of Berman [6], Berman and Hartmanis 
171, Mahaney [15], and Meyer and Paterson [ 161 study the relationship between 
density and completeness of sets in NP and PSPACE. They used the self-reducibility 
property of NP-complete sets to show that sparse sets cannot be polynomial-time 
many-one complete in NP unless P = NP. Thus sparseness and self-reducibility 
appear to be two incompatible properties. Assume that deterministic and nondeter- 
ministic exponential-time computable languages do not coincide. Then there exist 
sparse sets in NP -P, and these sparse sets are not self-reducible. Similar results on 
the relationship between NP-completeness and other structural properties have been 
found under different motivations. P-selective sets (definitions in Section 3) are 
introduced to distinguish polynomial-time many-one reducibility from polynomial- 
time Turing reducibility in NP, and are shown to be not NP-complete unless P = NP 
[ 191. The study of the computational complexity. of real numbers shows that NP real 
numbers cannot be NP-complete unless P = NP [ 111. 

In recursion theory, many complexity-theoretic properties, such as speedability and 
levelability, and recursion-theoretic properties, such as creativity and simplicity, have 
been characterized by the “information content” of the sets. Let the nth jump A(“) of 
a set A be defined as in [ 171. Then a hierarchy of high and low recursively 
enumerable (r.e.) sets can be defined: An r.e. set A is high, if A(“) is Turing 
equivalent to 0(“+‘), and A is low, if A(“) is Turing equivalent to 0(“). Using a 
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notion of weak jumps, Bennison and Soare [3,4,22] showed that effective 
speedability and subcreativity are highness properties, while nonspeedability is a 
lowness property. Analogous definitions of high and low sets in the NP theory have 
been given by Schiining [ 181. The analog of the jump operator in the NP theory is 
called a K operator. Characterizations of sets in the lower levels of the hierarchy 
have been found. The p-high, sets are NP-complete sets; p-high, sets are strong NP 
Turing complete sets; p-low, sets are those in P; and p-low, sets are those in 
NP 1’7 co-NP. The mentioned studies on the structure of NP sets seem to suggest that 
self-reducibility is a highness property, while sparseness and p-selectivity are lowness 
properties. ’ 

The idea that sparseness and p-selectivity are lowness properties will be elaborated 
in a subsequent paper [ 121. In this paper, we examine self-reducibility more closely 
and introduce a new class of low sets called weakly p-selective sets. This class is a 
generalization of both the p-selective structure and the real number structure. We 
show that weakly p-selective sets are not self-reducible and hence are not NP- 
complete unless P = NP. Selman [ 201 asked for new constructions of p-selective sets 
to distinguish polynomial time m-completeness from T-completeness in NP. We show 
that weakly p-selective sets (and hence p-selective sets) cannot distinguish 
polynomial-time m-completeness from T-completeness in NP unless the polynomial- 
time hierarchy collapses to Z$ 

Our notations are standard: P (NP) is the class of deterministic (nondeterministic) 
polynomial-time computable languages; P SPACE is the class of polynomial space 
computable languages; <.“, (<<“,) is the polynomial-time many-one (Turing) 
reducibility; C is a fixed alphabet of at least two letters; and C* is the set of all finite 
strings of letters from Z. We use 1x1 to denote the length of the string x. We call a set 
A sparse if there exists a polynomial p such that for each n E N, the set 
A, = (x E A: 1x1< n} has <p(n) elements. We use the logical symbols V and A to 
denote the Boolean operators “or” and “and,” respectively. 

II. SELF-REDUCIBLE SETS 

Following Meyer and Paterson [ 161, we first define the polynomially related 
orderings on C*. 

DEFINITION 1. A partial ordering < on C* is polynomially well-founded and 
length-related (abbr. polynomially related) if there is a polynomial p such that 

[zi 
7” can be determined in p(J xJ + 1 y J) steps, 

z<Xy:mplies 1x1 < p(I yl) for all X, y in Z*, and 
(c) the length of a <-decreasing chain is shorter than p of the length of its 

maximum element. 

’ A warning must be given that all sets in P (which, of course, are low) are self-reducible. 
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Informally a set L is self-reducible if the membership problem of an element x is 
(polynomial-time) reducible to the membership problems of smaller elements. Since 
the various reducibilities among sets of strings have been carefully studied [ 141, it is 
natural to borrow them to define self-reducible sets. Let xL be the characteristic 
function of the set L. . 

DEFINITION 2. A set L E Z* is &self-reducible if there is a polynomially related 
ordering < on Z*, a polynomial-time computable function f, and a polynomial p such 
that for all x E C* 

(a) f(x) is a t&condition (a, (x , ,..., xJ), where a is a k-ary Boolean function 
which can be evaluated in time ~(1x1) and xi < x for all i = 1, 2,..., k, and 

(b) x E L iff c&(x,) ,..., xL(x,J) = 1. 

DEFINITION 3. (a) A set L E. 2;” is ptt-self-reducible if it is tt-self-reducible and 
the Boolean function a produced in a tt-condition is always positive, i.e., 

[a@, ,..., uk) = 1 & (Vi = I,..., k) [ui = 1 * ri = l]] implies a(5i ,..., rk) = 1. 

(b) A set L G C* is c-self-reducible if L is &self-reducible and the Boolean 
function a is always conjunctive, i.e., 

a(al ,..., ok) = 1 iff 0, =cz= . . . =(sk= 1. 

(c) A set L E I;” is d-seEf_reducible if L is tt-self-reducible and the Boolean 
function a is always disjunctive; i.e., 

a(al ,..., ~7~) = 0 ifl al=~Z=...=~k=O. 

DEFINITION 4. A set L c .Z* is T-self-reducible if there is a polynomially related 
ordering < on Z*, and a polynomial time oracle Turing machine (TM) M such that 
ML,(x) =x,(x) for all x E Z*, where L, = { y E L: y < x}. 

It is immediate that c- or d-self-reducibility implies ptt-self-reducibility, and that tt- 
self-reducibility implies T-self-reducibility. 

Note that we did not define m-self-reducibility because a natural definition of m- 
self-reducibility would imply that m-self-reducible sets are just polynomial time 
computable sets. 

We can also get easily some upper bounds for the complexity of other types of self- 
reducibilities. 

THEOREM 1. (a) If a set L G C* is T-self-reducible, then L E P SPACE. 

(b) If a set L G C* is d-self-reducible, then L E NP. 

(c) If a set L G Z* is c-self-reducible, then L E co-NP. 

ProoJ: (a) Assume that the oracle TM M computes L in the sense that M’-x(x) = 
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xL(x) for all XE Z*, and that ML,(x) always halts in q(jxl) steps for some 
polynomial q. We construct a self-reducing tree for each x E I;* as follows: 

The root of the tree is x. 
For each node y, its children are the “smaller” strings zi ,..., zk about which M 

successively queried during the computation of MLy(y) (assuming that correct 
answers are always given). 

Each path of this self-reducing tree is a < -decreasing chain and hence has a 
length <~(lxI) f or some polynomial p. Thus a deterministic machine which computes 
the value x,(x) = ML,(x) by simulating the self-reducing tree of x in a depth-first 
manner uses only ~(1x1) . q(p(lx/)) cells. 

(b) A self-reducing tree for every x E C* can be constructed similar to that in 
(a). 

The root of the tree is x. 
Each node y has children z, ,..., zk, where z, ,..., zk are the strings produced by 

the &condition generator for L. 
This tree has the property that for each node y, y E L iff one of its children is in L. 

Moreover, x E L iff one of the node in the self-reducing tree of x is in L. Since the 
height of the tree is bounded by a polynomial of Ix], a natural nondeterministic 
algorithm which guesses, at each level, a child whose membership in L is the same as 
that of the root works in polynomial-time. 

The proof of (c) is symmetric to that of (b) 1 

Let SAT be the set of all satisfiable Boolean formulas, and B, the set of all closed 
quantified true sentences. It is well known that SAT is NP-complete and B, is 
PSPACE-complete [8,23]. 

It is easy to see that SAT is d-self-reducible, because a Boolean formula F(x) with 
at least one Boolean variable x can be reduced to F(0) V F(l), where F(a), ar = 0, 1, 
is the formula obtained from F(x) by replacing x in F(x) by a constant a. It is also 
not hard to see that B, is prt-self-reducible. First, a formula F can be reorganized 
into an equivalent formula in a “normal” form in which all quantifiers precede other 
logical symbols. Then, a formula F, = (3x) F;(x) can be reduced to F;(O) V F;(l) 
and a formula F2 = (Vx) F;( x can be reduced to F;(O) A F;(l). Both of these ) 
reductions are positive. Therefore B, is p&self-reducible. 

Whether all NP-complete sets are d-self-reducible or not is not known. However, 
we do know that if the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture [7] that all NP-complete 
problems are p-isomorphic is true, then all NP-complete sets are d-self-reducible. 
Indeed, if f is a polynomial-time isomorphism of Z* such that f(A) = B and the 
membership of x in A is d-reduced to the memberships of x, ,..., xk in A, then the 
membership of f(x) in B is d-reduced to the memberships of S(x,),...,f(x,) in B. 
Therefore, all known NP-complete problems are d-self-reducible since all known NP- 
complete problems are p-isomorphic to SAT [7]. Furthermore, an exhibition of a 
non-d-self-reducible NP-complete set will refute the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture. 
Meyer and Paterson [ 161 pointed out the d-self-reducibility of some problems in NP 
which are not known to be in P or NP-complete. 
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These observations give us immediately the following relationships between 
different types of self-reducibility: 

COROLLARY 1. (a) There is a d-self-reducible set which is not c-self-reducible ifs 
NP # co-NP. 

(b) There is a ptt-self-reducible set which is not m-self-reducible ifl P f 
P SPACE. 

(c) There is a ptt-self-reducible set which is neither c-self-reducible nor d-self- 
reducible unless NP = PSPACE. 

Therefore, assuming NP # co-NP # PSPACE, the classes of c-, d-, and, ptt-self- 
reducible sets are different. The relationship among T-, tt-, and, ptt-self-reducibilities 
is not clear. Furthermore, whether ptt-self-reducibility in NP coincides with d-self- 
reducibility is not known. 

III. P-SELECTIVE SETS AND WEAKLY P-SELECTIVE SETS 

The P-selective sets were introduced by Selman [ 191 as the polynomial-time analog 
of the semirecursive sets. He used them to distinguish polynomial-time m- and T- 
reducibilities. 

DEFINITION 5. A set A E Z* is p-selective if there is a polynomial-time 
computable function f such that for given x, y E C*, 

(a) f (x, y) = x or f (x, y) = y, and 
(b) ifxEA oryEA, then f(x,y)EA. 

The function f in Definition 5 is called a p-selector for A. Intuitively, A is p- 
selective if the elements in A are “less than” the elements in x, and the p-selector f 
selects, in polynomial-time, the “smaller” one of the two given elements. That is, f 
acts like a partial ordering. Let < denote a linear ordering on Z*. Call a set A C_ C* 
an initial segment of the linear ordering (Z*, <) if x E A and y < x implies y EA. 
Selman [2 1 ] showed that an initial segment of a polynomial-time computable linear 
ordering is p-selective. Naturally, the function f (x, y) = min(x, y} (with respect to <) 
is a p-selector for A. In the following we make this notion more precise by giving a 
necessary and sufficient condition for p-selectivity. We will call a binary relation R a 
preorder if it is reflexive and transitive. 

DEFINITION 6. A preorder R on Z:* is partially polynomial-time computable if 
there is a polynomial-time computable function f such that 

(a) f (x, y) = f (y, x) = x, if xRy but not yRx, 

(b) f(x, y) =f(y, x) E {x, Y 1, if XRY and YRX, and 

(c) f(x, y) = #, if neither xRy nor yRx, where # is a special symbol not in C. 
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Let R be a preorder on C*. Define xSy iff xRy and yRx. Then S is an equivalence 
relation on Z*. If we define R’ on X*/S (the set of equivalence classes defined by S) 
by ZR’j iff xRy (2 is the equivalence class in Z*/S which contains x), then R’ is a 
partial ordering on C*/S. We call S and R’ the equivalence relation and the partial 
ordering induced by R, respectively. 

Now we are ready to state the necessary and sufficient condition. 

THEOREM 2. A set A g 2Y* is p-selective if and only if there is a partially 
polynomial time computable preorder R on C* such that ifs and R’ are the induced 
equivalence relation and partial ordering as defined, then, 

(a) R’ is a linear ordering, and 

(b) A is the union of an initial segment of (L*/S, R’). 

Proof -c= If A is the union of an initial segment of (Z*/S, R’), then the function f 
which partially computes the relation R in polynomial-time (as defined in 
Definition 6) is a p-selector for A. 

=> Let f be a p-selector for A. If there are some pairs of strings (x, y) such that 
f(x, y) # f(y, x), then we can define a new p-selector g for A: For input (x, y), if 
f (x, y) # f (y, x), then let g(x, y) = g( y, x) = min(x, y} with respect to the natural 
lexicographic order on Z*; if f (x, y) = f (y, x), then let g(x, y) = g( y, x) = f (x, y). 
Then g satisfies g(x, y) = g( y, x) for all pairs x and y, and g is still a p-selector for 
A. So, we may assume that thep-selector f satisfies that f(x, y) = f(y, x) for all x, y. 

Define a binary relation R on C* as follows: xRy if there exists a finite sequence 
zO=x,zl,...,z,, znil = y of strings in Z* such that f(zi,zi+,)=zi for all 
i = 0, l,..., n. It is easy to check that R is reflexive and transitive. In addition, if xRy 
and not yRx, then f(x, y) = x because f is a total function and [f(x, y) = y * yRx]. 
Therefore, R is partially polynomial-time computable (by f). 

To see that A is the union of an initial segment of (X*/S, R’), we need only to 
verify that (xRy and y E A] implies x EA. From the definition of R, xRy implies that 
there exists z0 = x, z1 ,..., z,, z,+ , = y such that f(zi, zi+ ,) = zi for all i = 0 ,..., n. 
Therefore,y=z,+,EA+z,EA+... 3 z,, = x EA. This completes the proof. m 

We use this characterization to generalize the notion of p-selectivity to weak p- 
selectivity. 

DEFINITION 7. A partial ordering R on E* is p-linear if for every n E N, the set 
C, = (x E .Z*: 1x(< n} can be decomposed into at most p(n) many pairwisely disjoint 
subsets B , ,..., B,, m < p(n), for some polynomial p such that 

(a) if x and y are in the same set Bi, 1 < i < m, then xRy or yRx, and 
(b) if x and y are in two different sets, x E Bi and y E Bj, 1 < i < j < m, then 

neither xRy nor yRx. 

DEFINITION 8. A set A G Z* is called weakly p-selective if there is a partially 
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polynomial-time computable preorder R, with the induced equivalence relation S and 
partial ordering R’, and a polynomial q such that 

(a) R ’ is p-linear on Z*/S, and 

(b) for every n E N, A, = {x E A: 1x(< n} is the union of initial segments of at 
most q(n) many R’-chains in Z,, = {x E C*: Ix/< n}. 

It is obvious that p-selectivity implies weak p-selectivity. 

Selman showed the existence of p-selective sets of arbitrarily high complexity [ 191. 
His proof used, implicitly, the concept of the left cuts of real numbers. Let x be a real 
number between 0 and 1. Call the set of all dyadic rational numbers which are less 
than x the standard lefr cut of x [ 111. Then the standard left cuts of real numbers are 
p-selective. (The function f, f (y, z) = the smaller of y and z, serves as the p-selector 
function.) Let y,, y, ,..., be a sequence of dyadic rational numbers approximating a 
real number x in the sense that y, has length n and Ix - y,,\ < 2-“. Then we call the 
set of all dyadic numbers z which is less than y,,, a general left cut of the real number 
x. Then a general left cut of a real number must be weakly p-selective (the relation 
uRu iff IuJ = (VI and u < u suffices.) Thus, from the existence of arbitrarily complex 
real numbers, we know that there exist arbitrarily complex p-selective and weakly p- 
selective sets. In [ 11, 191 it is proved that if the classes of deterministic and nondeter- 
minictic exponential time computable sets do not coincide, then there exist p-selective 
and weakly p-selective sets in NP-P. 

In the next section we will show that weakly p-selective sets cannot be <k-hard in 
NP or PSPACE, unless P = NP or P = PSPACE, respectively. Here we show some 
other evidence that weakly p-selective sets are low. 

In [lo] it is shown that a set with small circuits cannot be <F-hard in NP unless 
the Stockmeyer-Meyer polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to the level C:. For 
instance, Meyer [7] pointed out that sparse sets have small circuits and Adleman [ 11 
showed that all random polynomial-time sets (the class R) have small circuits. 
Therefore, these sets are not NP-hard (with respect to <“,) unless lJ z ,, Cy = Z< . 

Selman [20] showed that a left cut of a real number has small circuits and thus 
cannot be NP-hard unless lJE,Zy = ,?$. This result can be generalized to weakly p- 
selective sets. 

DEFINITION 9. A set A GZ* is in Pfpoly if there exists a function h: N + .Z*, 
and a set B E P, such that 

(a) iln [ 1 h(n)l] is a polynomial function, and 

(b) (Vx) [x E A iff (h(lxl), x) E B]. 

Karp, Lipton and Sipser [lo] proved that NP E P/poly implies U E0 Zy = Z<. 

THEOREM 3. If A is a weakly p-selective set, then A E P/poly. 

571/26/2-5 
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Proof Let R be a preorder on Xc”, and S and R ’ are the induced equivalence 
relation and partial ordering such that Definition 8(a) and (b) are satisfied. Also letf 
be a polynomial-time computable function which partially computes R (as defined in 
Definition 6). 

We first state 

LEMMA 3.1. Let X be an equivalence class in .X*/S with n elements. Then there 
exists a sequence of at most [log, n] elements y,,..., y, in X such that for ally in 2, 
f (y, yi) = y for some i, 1 < i < m. 

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we may assume that 
f (y, z) = f (z, y) for all y and z. Since X is an equivalence class, f (y, z) = y or z, for 
all y, z E X. Consider the relation defined by f as a directed graph G, of n nodes and 
(z ) arcs. Each node in the graph represents a string y in X and an arc (y, z) in the 
graph means f(y, z) = y. We can successively define y,, y,,... as follows. 

Let y, be the node in G, with the greatest indegree, and B, the set of all nodes from 
which there are arcs to y1 . Consider the subgraph G, = G, - (B, U ( y, )). Because 
G, has n(n - 1)/2 arcs and only n nodes, the size of B, is at least (n - 1)/2 and G, 
has at most (n - 1)/2 nodes. 

Define yi, Bi, and G,., i > 1, successively as the node with the greatest indegree in 
G i-l, the set of all nodes in Gi_, from which there are arcs to yi, and Gi = G,_, - 
(Bi U (vi}), respectively, whenever G,_ 1 # 0. The size of each Gi is at most half of 
that of Gi_,. So, this procedure produces at most [log,n] many yi’s and these yi’s 
satisfy the condition we want. 

Let us call these yts representatives of the equivalence class 2. 
(Continuation of the proof of Theorem 3.) For each n, A,, = {x E A: Ix] < n) is the 

union of initial segments of R/-chains. Let us take, for each R’-chain, the represen- 
tatives of the “greatest” equivalence class which is in A,. Then, the total number of 
the representatives is polynomially bounded because the number of R ‘-chains is 
polynomially bounded and the size of an equivalence class is <2p’“’ for some 
polynomial p. Let y, ,..., yk be all these representatives. Then z E A, iff f (z, yi) = z for 
some l<i<k. 

Now, let h(n)=y,#y,#...#y,, and B={(w,#=..#w,,z): Ij<m, 
f(wj, z) = z). Then h is polynomial-length-bounded and B E P. Also, z E: A iff 
<h(]z I). z > EB. Thus, we have proved that weakly p-selective sets are in P/poly. 1 

COROLLARY 2. No weakly p-selective set can be <;-hard in NP unless 
lJ:“=,Z;=Z;. 

Since a p-selective set is also weakly p-selective, this corollary shows that p- 
selectivity cannot distinguish ,<P,-completeness from +completeness in NP unless 
P # NP and u?, Zf = ,Z; (cf., [20]). 
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IV. DISTINGUISHING SELF-REDUCIBLE SETS FROM Low SETS 

In this section we show that weakly-p-selective sets, like sparse sets, are not higher 
than d-self-reducible sets. We first restate results about sparse sets. 

THEOREM 4 (6, 161. Zf L is T-self-reducible, and L <“, A, L <“, B for some 
sparse sets A and B, then L E P. 

The proof of Theorem 4 uses a depth-first search over the self-reducing trees and 
deletes the redundant nodes. A node is redundant if its membership in L or L is 
known to be the same as that of some other nodes in the tree. The polynomially 
bounded density of A and B guarantees that the pruned tree has only polynomially 
bounded many nodes. 

Since B, <“, g,,, and B, is T-self-reducible, we have immediately 

COROLLARY 3 [ 161. No sparse set can be <k-hard in PSPACE unless 
P = PSPACE. 

If we only know that L is T-self-reducible and L <“, A for some sparse set A, it 
does not appear to guarantee that L E P. However, if we know that L is c-self- 
reducible, then we need only to control the nodes in L (because the existence of a 
node not in L implies that the root node is not in L) and only L <“, A for some 
sparse A suffices. 

THEOREM 5 [9]. Zf L is c-self-reducible and L <“, A for some sparse set A, then 
L E P. 

COROLLARY 4. No sparse set can be <$-hard in co-NP unless P = NP. 

A clever nondeterministic guess of the census function of the sparse set A can help 
to show a similar result on NP. 

THEOREM 6 [ 151. No sparse set can be <i-hard in NP unless P = NP. 

However, the proof of Theorem 6 uses the fact that the sparse set to which SAT is 
reduced is <L-hard in NP. This technique does not apply to other d-self-reducible 
sets. 

Theorem 7 appears in (211. We reprove it here using our characterization of p- 
selective sets (Theorem 2). 

THEOREM 7. Zf L is ptt-self-reducible and L <“, A for some p-selective set A, then 
L E P. 

Proof: Assume that R is a partially polynomial-time computable preorder on X* 
which induces an equivalence relation S on .?Y and a linear ordering R’ on .F/S 
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such that A is the union of an initial segment of (Z*/S, R’). Also assume that f is a 
polynomial-time computable function which reduces L to A. 

For any xEZ*, we first, in polynomial-time, compute the tt-condition 
(a, (xi ,..., x,)). If a is identical to 1 or 0, then we may determine the membership of x 
in L accordingly. Therefore, we may assume that a is not trivial. Then, we compute 
f(x,),...,f(x,) and “partially sort” them as follows: Assume that g is a polynomial- 
time computable function which partially computes R. Then we have g(x, y) = 
x + xRy. Sort f(x,) ,..., f(x,) as if g defined a partial ordering. We then have a 
rearrangement xi ,,,.., xi, of x, ,..., x such that f(Xi,)Rf(xi,+,) for allj= l,..., n - 1. (It n 
is possible that f(Xi,) Rf(x,,) for some k < j, too.) This partial sort can be done in 
polynomial-time. The new ordering of xI)s satisfies the property that f(xi,+ ,) E A Z= 
f(xiJ E A for j = I,..., n - 1. This means, equivalently, xii+, E L z- xij E L for 
j = l,..., n - 1. 

Without loss of generality, let us assume that ij = j for all j = l,..., n, i.e., 
f(x,) Rf(x,)R ... Rf(x,). All we need to do now is to perform a binary search to 
find a j, 1 < j < n, such that 

a( 1, 1, . . . . 1, 0 ,..., 0) = 0 
tim3 

and 

a(l, l,..., 1, 0 )...) 0) = 1. 
jmany I’s 

By the positivity of a, we have found xi such that x E L iff xi E L since xj E L and 
i < j implies xi E L. That is, we have reduced x to a smaller element xi. Since the 
size of an R-decreasing chain is polynomially bounded, we need only to perform the 
reduction polynomially bounded many times to reach a trivial case. I 

Since both B, and SAT are ptt-self-reducible, we have 

COROLLARY 5 [ 121. No p-selective sets can be <L-hard in NP @SPACE), 
unless P = NP (or, respectively, P = PSPACE). 

Whether the condition ptt-self-reducibility on L can be weakened to tt- or T-self- 
reducibility is not known. 

As for weakly p-selective sets we can only prove that these sets cannot be higher 
than d-self-reducible sets. 

THEOREM 0. If L is d-self-reducible and L <“, A for some weakly p-selective set 
A, then LEP. 

Proox Assume that R is a partially polynomial-time computable preorder on Z* 
which induces S and R’ such that R’ is p-linear and A is the union of some initial 
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segments of R/-chains as described in Definition 8. Also assume that L <“, A via g, a 
polynomial-time computable function. 

Consider the self-reducing tree of a string x E Z *. This tree has the property that 
any node y is in L iff x is in L. Since all the nodes are of length bounded by a 
polynomial of 1x1, we may calculate their g-values and “partially” sort these g-values 
into polynomially bounded many R-chains in polynomial-time. In each chain, we 
need only to retain the smallest one because g(y) R g(z) implies [ y E L => z E L]. 

We perform this pruning procedure in a width-first manner; i.e., at each level of the 
tree, perform this pruning procedure once to keep the width of the tree bounded by a 
polynomial of 1x1. Thus, the pruning procedure can be done in polynomial-time and 
the size of the pruned tree is bounded by a polynomial of 1x1. This pruned tree gives a 
polynomial time algorithm for finding the membership of x in L. 1 

COROLLARY 6. No weakly p-selective sets can be <k-hard in NP or <“, -hard in 
co-NP, unless P = NP. 

The width-first pruning technique used in Theorem 8 does not apply to ptt-self- 
reducible sets. The reason is that it is no longer sufficient to select just the smallest 
element in each R-chain. As a matter of fact, the choice of a critical element in an R- 
chain may depend on the choice in another R-chain. In addition, the set of these 
critical elements (probably one in each R-chain) is not necessarily unique. However, 
we can directly prove that if B, <“, A for some weakly p-selective set A, then B, E P. 
The proof is essentially the same as the one used in [ 111 to prove that if B, <“, L for 
some left cut L, then B, E P. We sketch it in the following. 

For a given formula F whose membership in B, is to be determined, we first 
arrange F in a normal form that quantifiers precede other logical symbols. Now we 
describe the self-reducing tree of F as follows: 

The root is F. 

Each node F’ has the form G, A G, A a.. A G,, where each Gi is a formula 
obtained by replacing some variables in F by constants 0 or 1. 

A node F’ with no quantifiers is a terminal node. A nonterminal node may have 
two children or just one child according to its leftmost quantifier of the leftmost 
longest term Gi of F’. (A term Gi in F’ is longest if it has the largest number of quan- 
tifiers.) 

Without loss of generality, let G, be the leftmost longest term in F’. 

Casel. F’=(Vx)G(x)AG,A . ..AG.,,. Then F’ has a single child G(0) A 
G(l)AG,A . ..AG.. 

Case2. F’=(!Jx)G(x)AG,A . ..AG.,,. Then, F’ has two children: G(0) A 
G, A ... AG, and G(l)AG,A .-. AG,. 

Now this tree becomes a d-self-reducing tree in which the root F is true iff any 
node in the tree is true. Note that this does not mean that B, is d-self-reducible 
because a node F’ may have exponentially many terms. However, each node 
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F’ = G, A . . . A G, has the conjunctive property that 8” is true iff every term Gi in 
F’ is true. Thus, we may prune the tree by tirst deleting redundant terms in each node 
then de1etir.g redundant nodes at each level of the tree. Each deletion procedure is 
similar to that in the proof of Theorem 8 in which we calculate the g-values of the 
terms (or the nodes) and partially sort them and delete all but the largest one (or, the 
smallest one, respectively). 

Finally, we observe that the height of the pruned tree is bounded by a polynomial 
of the length of the root formula because of our choice of reducing the longest term 
first. Therefore, we have proved 

THEOREM 9. No weakly p-selective sets can be <c-hard in PSPACE unless 
P = PSPACE. 

V. DISCUSSION 

We have studied some low sets which are not <P,-complete in NP unless P = NP. 
They are also known to have small circuits and hence not likely ($-complete in NP. 
Are there other low sets which can be used to distinguish <k-completeness from <“,- 
completeness in NP? Let us consider some candidates. 

A set has an APT (almost polynomial time) algorithm if that algorithm runs in 
polynomial time on all inputs but a sparse set. Meyer and Paterson [ 161 showed that 
APT sets are not high in NP. A set B is weakly sparse if the cardinality of the set 
B, = (x E B: 1x1< n) is bounded by a polynomial of n for infinitely many n. A 
weakly APT set is a set with polynomial time algorithm on all inputs except a weakly 
sparse set. Meyer and Paterson [ 161 conjectured that these weakly sparse and weakly 
APT sets are also not high. 

Another well-known class of sets is the class of p-immune sets. A set is p-immune 
if it is infinite and does not have an infinite subset in P. Berman [5 ] showed that no 
p-immune set can be <P,-complete in EXP, the class of exponential-time computable 
sets. Bennett and Gill [2] pointed out that p-immune sets cannot be <P,-complete in 
NP if all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic. It is interesting to ‘note that Ko and 
Moore [ 13) have used p-immunity to distinguish <P,-completeness from <F,- 
completeness in EXP. Whether a p-immune set can be <“,-, or <P,-complete in NP is 
an interesting open question. 
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